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Abstract

Background: The safety of anaesthesia has improved as a result of better control of anaesthetic depth. However, con-

ventional monitoring does not inform on the nature of nociceptive processes during unconsciousness. A means of

inferring the quality of potentially painful experiences could derive from analysis of brain activity using neuroimaging.

We have evaluated the dose effects of remifentanil on brain response to noxious stimuli during deep sedation and

spontaneous breathing.

Methods: Optimal data were obtained in 26 healthy subjects. Pressure stimulation that proved to be moderately painful

before the experiment was applied to the thumbnail. Functional MRI was acquired in 4-min periods at low (0.5 ng ml�1),

medium (1 ng ml�1), and high (1.5 ng ml�1) target plasma concentrations of remifentanil at a stable background infusion

of propofol adjusted to induce a state of light unconsciousness.

Results: At low remifentanil doses, we observed partial activation in brain areas processing sensory-discriminative and

emotional-affective aspects of pain. At medium doses, relevant changes were identified in structures highly sensitive to

general brain arousal, including the brainstem, cerebellum, thalamus, auditory and visual cortices, and the frontal lobe.

At high doses, no significant activation was observed.

Conclusions: The response to moderately intense focal pressure in pain-related brain networks is effectively eliminated

with safe remifentanil doses. However, the safety margin in deep sedation-analgesia would be narrowed in minimising

not only nociceptive responses, but also arousal-related biological stress.
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Editor’s key points

� The combination of propofol and remifentanil is

widely used for sedation and analgesia during un-

pleasant procedures.

� Functional MRI was used to analyse evoked brain

responses to a nociceptive stimulus in spontaneously

breathing volunteers sedated with propofol plus a

range of remifentanil doses.

� The brain responses to a nociceptive stimulus in

pain-related brain networks were eliminated at safe

remifentanil doses, whereas arousal-related biolog-

ical stress-activated networks were not completely

suppressed.

� Moderate doses of remifentanil suppress activation

of brain nociception responses during deep sedation

with propofol without clinically significant respira-

tory depression.
A primary goal in anaesthesia is to increase efficacy while

minimising medical risks. The need for balanced dosing is

maximal during deep sedation in spontaneously breathing

patients, which has a narrow safety margin.1,2 The combina-

tion of propofol and remifentanil is widely used in anaesthesia

for sedation and analgesia during unpleasant medical pro-

cedures. A controlled i.v. drug infusion is administered with

the aim of providing sufficient sedation and analgesia without

the need for mechanical ventilation.2e4 However, the lower

the doses, the greater the uncertainty as to the antinociceptive

effect. A key question, therefore, is to determine whether the

effect of remifentanil is optimal in the dose range used in deep

sedation-analgesia. Nociceptive stimulus transmission per-

sists to a relevant degree in sedated patients and generates a

range of brain responses that can be measured to monitor

adequacy of analgesic therapy.5e7 However, the nociceptive

response itself might not inform on the nature of the noci-

ceptive processes during unconsciousness.

A means to infer the content of the painful experience in

awake individuals could be analysis of brain activity using neu-

roimaging. Functional MRI (fMRI) has provided comprehensive

information on distinct aspects of the conscious brain response

to painful stimulation. The sensory-discriminative component

of pain is processed in the primary and second somatosensory

cortices, posterior insula, and supramarginal gyrus. Integrated

activity intheseareas identifies intensity,duration, location,and

nature of the painful stimulus.8e11 The emotional-affective

component of pain is integrated in the anterior insula and

anterior cingulate cortex, and in the motor, premotor, and sup-

plementary motor areas. Activation at these levels is related to

theemotionalunpleasantnessofpainandtheevokedautonomic

(e.g. heart rate) and motor (e.g. groaning and grimacing)

responses.8e11 The cognitive-evaluative component is mainly

processedinprefrontalcortexnetworks,whichhaveanessential

role inboth the appraisal and top-downmodulationofpain.11e13

Despite its potential usefulness, fMRI has rarely been used

to assess the effects of remifentanil on brain response to

noxious stimuli in unconscious states.14,15 For example,

Lichtner and colleagues15 used fMRI to identify brain re-

sponses to noxious electrical stimuli in mechanically venti-

lated subjects during general anaesthesia. They identified

several brain activations to show how a level of stimulus

processing persists during deep anaesthesia. However, the
observed responses only marginally implicated pain-

processing brain structures.

We tested brain response to a pressure stimulus that

proved to be painful before sedation in healthy subjects during

deep sedation-analgesia and spontaneous breathing. Depres-

sion of consciousness was maintained with stable doses of

propofol i.v., and antinociceptive effect was gradually

increased using low (0.5 ng ml�1), medium (1 ng ml�1), and

high (1.5 ng ml�1) target plasma concentrations of remifenta-

nil i.v. Remifentanil doses were selected to cover the range

from slight clinical effect16 to apnoea risk when combined

with propofol.17 The aim of the study was to analyse evoked

brain responses qualitatively using the functional anatomy of

pain described in previous fMRI studies as a reference.
Methods

The study was conducted in accordance with the guidelines of

the Declaration of Helsinki. The protocol was approved by the

Spanish Agency of Medicines and Medical Devices (AEMPS)

(reference 5NFNF6V55C) and by the Ethical Committee of Clin-

ical Research of the Parc de Salut Mar of Barcelona (reference

number 2017e7165); EudraCT: 2016-004833-25. Written

informed consent was obtained from all participants. The cur-

rentstudy ispartof a largerprojectaimedatassessing theeffects

of anaesthesia on brain activity with two separate experiments.

The first experiment focused on characterising the neurophys-

iology of propofol-induced loss of consciousness.18 Here we

present the results of the second experiment testing the effects

of remifentanil on brain response to noxious stimuli.

A total of 26 right-handed healthy volunteers participated

in this study with a mean age of 26.5 (range 22e47) yr and

included 14 males and 12 females. Participants were selected

from an original sample of 30 individuals based on having at

least one remifentanil dose test with optimal fMRI data qual-

ity. The characteristics of the sample and participant selection

were described previously.18 Participants were required to be

American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) physical status 1

(healthy, non-smoking, no or minimal alcohol use)19 and to

have normal physical and laboratory exams for eligibility.
Experimental design

Functional MRI was continuously acquired for a total of 15

min, during which the effect of remifentanil on brain response

to the noxious stimulus was tested in sedated, unconscious

participants under a stable infusion of propofol. The experi-

ment included three periods of 4 min for testing low, medium,

and high doses of remifentanil, and a final period of 3min once

the infusion of both propofol and remifentanil was stopped to

estimate duration of action. The pressure stimulus was

applied in periods of 10 s and repeated every 30 s throughout

fMRI acquisition (Fig 1).
Noxious stimulation

Pressure stimuli were delivered using an MRI-compatible

algometer developed in-house and designed to fit the ergo-

nomics of the thumb. Controlled pressure was applied on the

subject’s thumbnail with a probe surface of 1 cm2 in the form

of 0.5 Hz pulses. Each stimulation block of 10 s included five

pressure pulses of 1 s. A total of 30 pressure blocks of 10 s were

administered during fMRI acquisition, interspersed with

baseline periods of 20 s.



Fig 1. Functional MRI paradigm. Pressure stimuli were alternated with baseline periods each 30 s throughout the experiment. The fMRI

sampling rate (TR) was 2 s. The fMRI block analysis included baseline (blue) and activation (red) periods and a delay of 4 s to adjust for the

haemodynamic response latency. Remifentanil effect-site concentrations (ng ml�1) for each level are indicated. fMRI, functional magnetic

resonance imaging.
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The pressure to be applied was established before fMRI

acquisition in the waking state according to individual pain

thresholds. Pressure was applied (30 kPa s�1) until the partic-

ipant defined the pressure as pain of intensity 6/7 in an 11-

point numerical rating scale (NRS) (from 0, no pain, to 10, the

most severe pain). The pressure evoking pain intensity of 6/7

in each participant was used in the experiment. As a group,

applied pressure had a mean of 6.2 (standard deviation [SD]:

1.1) kg cm�2. In a previous study, a similar pressure (6 kg cm�2)

repeatedly applied on the thumbnail every 30 s for 7 min to

awake healthy volunteers produced pain of similar intensity

(6.5 points in an 11-point NRS) during the fMRI test.12 No evi-

dence of pain sensitisation (i.e. higher pain scores at the last

pressure blocks) or tissue damage was observed in this study.
Drug dose

Participants were sedated with a slow infusion of propofol

until losing consciousness before fMRI remifentanil tests. As

described,18 a target-controlled system (Base Primea Orches-

tra®, Fresenius Kabi, Br�ezins, France) was used for a progres-

sive i.v. infusion of propofol individually programmed based

on the Schnider model,20 with a target plasma concentration

of 3.5 mg ml�1 and steeply increased by 0.5 mg ml�1 every 2 min

until loss of consciousness. Propofol was then targeted at the

effect-site (brain) concentration estimated by themodel18 with

the aim of maintaining a stable state of light unconsciousness

at which subjects no longer responded to verbal prompting,

but could be awakened with relatively intense stimulation,

and breathing was spontaneous with no need for tracheal

intubation. Mean time between loss of consciousness and

start of remifentanil testing was 7 (SD 3) min.

Subsequently, remifentanil infusion and fMRI acquisition

commenced synchronously while participants were under

propofol-induced deep sedation. Remifentanil infusion was

programmed based on the Minto model21 with a target

plasma concentration of 0.5 ng ml�1 for the low-dose test,

followed by a target concentration of 1 ng ml�1 for the

medium-dose test and finally 1.5 ng ml�1 for the high-dose

test (each 4 min). Once dose testing was complete (12 min),
infusion of both propofol and remifentanil was stopped. The

remaining 3 min of the fMRI acquisition served to test the

duration of action on brain response to the painful stimulus.

This ‘offset of action test’ included six painful stimulation

blocks (each 30 s).

Remifentanil doses were selected to cover a range of target

plasma concentrations usable in clinical practice in sponta-

neously breathing patients.22,23 A steady-state remifentanil

target plasma concentration of 0.5 ngml�1 is associated with a

minor analgesic effect.16 Plasma concentration of 1 ng ml�1

has been reported to give a relevant analgesic response to

painful stimulation without blood oxygen desaturation.24 In

contrast, concentrations of 1.5 ng ml�1 can cause 50%

depression of ventilation when combined with propofol.17

Peripheral oxygen saturation (SpO2) and expired capnog-

raphy (Oral-Trac®, Salter Labs, Arvin, CA, USA) were used to

monitor respiratory function with oxygen 2 L min�1 adminis-

tered by nasal cannula throughout the study for safety pur-

poses.18 Respiration was monitored using a pneumatic sensor

(Philips 3T Respiratory Sensor, Philips Healthcare, Best, The

Netherlands) located between the thorax and abdomen.25

Drug infusion was discontinued in case of hypopnoea with

ventilatory frequency <5 bpm or SpO2�90%.22 The experiment

had to be interrupted in one case during the medium remi-

fentanil dose test and in eight cases during, or immediately

after, the high remifentanil dose test (total nine interruptions).

The completed dose tests of these nine participants were

included in the data analysis.
Functional MRI acquisition, preprocessing, and
analysis

A Philips Achieva 3.0 Tesla MRI (Philips Healthcare) was used.

Acquisition parameters, preprocessing and control of poten-

tial head motion effects are detailed in Supplementary mate-

rial. After exclusions because of both movement (see

Supplementary material) and hypoventilation risk, the final

analysis showed n¼23 in the low-dose test, n¼23 in the

medium-dose test, n¼21 in the high-dose test, and n¼16 in the

offset of action test.
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A data analysis and statistical plan was approved by the

authors before analyses began according to the protocol sub-

mitted to the Spanish AEMPS (reference 5NFNF6V55C).
First-level (single-subject) analysis

Brain activation was modelled using a boxcar regressor that

consideredblocks of 10 s for the activation condition and a delay

of 4 s to adjust for haemodynamic response latency.26,27 The

threevolumes(6s)aftereachactivationblockwerenotmodelled,

as pain and brain response to the applied stimulus can last ~16 s

in awake individuals according to temporal analysis of inde-

pendent samples.12,28 The rationale for not including this period

was that the duration of pain cannot be anticipated during

sedation-analgesia. Independent models of 4 min (eight activa-

tionblocks)weregeneratedforthelow-,medium-,andhigh-dose

tests.Theseanalyseswererepeatedafter includingend-tidalCO2

measures as a nuisance variablewith a delay of 12 s to adjust for

latency of the artefactual CO2 effects on fMRI signal.29,30 For the

offset of action test (the last 3 min), each stimulation block was

modelled separately to estimate the duration of brain response

attenuationwith six data points in periods of 30 s.
Group-level analysis

The resulting first-level SPM contrast (activation >baseline
and baseline >activation) images were carried forward to

group-level analyses. One-sample t-test designs were used to

generate group activation maps. Two-sample paired t-tests

were used to compare brain activity evoked in different con-

ditions. In the offset of action analysis, the first block was used

as a reference to compare separatelywith the other five blocks.

Results were considered significant when clusters formed at a

threshold of P<0.005 survived whole-brain family-wise error

(FWE) correction (P<0.05), calculated by means of SPM. Small

volume correction was occasionally applied for regions of in-

terest identified in the primary (one-sample) analysis.
Fig 2. Brain activation during pressure stimulation in the low (L), med

results obtained in one-sample t-tests (activation >baseline contrast) f
Results

At the low dose level, the group mean (SD) effect-site concen-

tration of remifentanil was 0.3 (0.01) ng ml�1, effect-site con-

centration of propofol 3.9 (0.7) mg ml�1, ventilatory frequency

17.6 (3.5) bpm, end-tidal CO2 5.0 (0.6) kPa, and SpO2 98.8 (0.8)%

(see also Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary Fig. S1).

The one-sample t-test map showed significant activation in

the primary somatosensory cortex at the level of the thumb

cortical representation extending to the primary motor cortex,

in the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex and adjacent supple-

mentary motor area, and in visual areas in the occipital lobe

(Fig 2 and Table 1).

At the medium remifentanil dose, the effect-site concen-

tration of remifentanil was 0.8 (0.01) ng ml�1, effect-site con-

centration of propofol 3.9 (0.8) mg ml�1, ventilatory frequency

16.7 (4.1) bpm�1, end-tidal CO2 5.0 (0.7) kPa, and SpO2 98.3

(1.6)%. At this level, activation in the somatosensory cortex

was residual and brain response primarily involved the visual

cortex, auditory cortex, thalamus, dorsal frontal lobe, brain-

stem, and cerebellum.

At the high dose level, the effect-site concentration of

remifentanil was 1.3 (0.03) ngml�1, effect-site concentration of

propofol 3.9 (0.8) mg ml�1, ventilatory frequency 12.8 (5.1) bpm,

end-tidal CO2 5.2 (0.7) kPa, and SpO2 95.9 (5.0)%. The one-

sample t-test map showed no significant activation.

No significant results were obtained in the one-sample an-

alyses indicating neural inhibition (i.e. stimulation <baseline).
Similar results were obtained after adjusting the analyses for

end-tidal CO2 measurements (Supplementary Table S2).

Pairwise comparisons between conditions confirmed the

dose effects. Greater activation at low than high remifentanil

doses was observed in the primary somatosensory cortex,

anterior cingulate cortex, and visual areas (Fig 3 and Table 1).

Similarly, significantly greater activation at medium than high

doses was observed in visual and auditory areas. No signifi-

cant differences were found between low- and medium-dose
ium (M), and high (H) remifentanil dose tests. The maps show the

or the study group at each level.



Table 1 Functional MRI statistical results.

Brain region Cluster-level Peak-level

Voxels PFWE-corr x y z t P

Low remifentanil doses
Primary somatosensory cortex 3141 8e�7 �48 �18 44 4.7 0.00006
Anterior cingulate cortex 3141 8e�7 �6 14 36 5.5 0.000009
Supplementary motor area 3141 8e�7 �8 �6 48 3.9 0.0004
Visual cortex 3414 3e�7 20 �90 �6 4.9 0.00004
Medium remifentanil doses
Visual cortex 12397 6e�16 �2 98 �10 6.3 0.000002
Thalamus 12397 6e�16 6 �24 2 4.0 0.0003
Brainstem/cerebellum 12397 6e�16 6 �30 �34 4.9 0.00004
Right auditory cortex 2229 0.00009 50 �24 0 5.1 0.00002
Left auditory cortex 828 0.033 �52 �24 0 5.9 0.000004
Dorsal frontal lobe 114 450 4e�15 12 �16 72 6.0 0.000003
Low doses >high doses
Right primary somatosensory cortex 1124 0.008 28 �30 58 5.4 0.00004
Precuneus 1124 0.008 10 �42 48 3.9 0.001
Left primary somatosensory cortex 457 0.01* �52 �18 46 5.0 0.00007
Anterior cingulate cortex 267 0.02* �6 6 28 4.8 0.0001
Visual cortex 2961 7e�6 32 �80 �12 5.8 0.00002
Medium doses >high doses
Visual cortex 4286 2e�6 �8e102 �8 5.3 0.00005
Right auditory cortex 1342 0.009 48 �24 �2 4.3 0.0003
Left auditory cortex 1485 0.005 �42 �42 10 5.7 0.00002
Paracentral lobule/precuneus 4690 6e�7 6 �34 50 5.2 0.00005
Offset of Action Analysis
Last (sixth) block >first block
Right SI/supramarginal gyrus 382 0.04 46 �40 50 4.4 0.0003
Left SI/supramarginal gyrus 364 0.05 �50 �42 42 5.2 0.00007

x y z, coordinates in Montreal Neurological Institute space.
PFWE-corr, P (family-wise error-corrected), whole brain; SI, primary somatosensory cortex.

* Small volume correction.
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effects. Adjusting for end-tidal CO2 measurements did not

show any relevant effect (Supplementary Table S2).

Analysis of the brain response after ceasing administration

of both propofol and remifentanil infusion showed that acti-

vation of the primary somatosensory cortex and supra-

marginal gyrus was stronger during the last (sixth) block

compared with the reference first block (Fig 4 and Table 1). No

significant activation was detected on one-sample maps in

any of the six 30-s periods.
Discussion

Weassessed the dose effects of remifentanil on brain response

to moderately intense noxious stimulation during deep

sedation-analgesia. A sustained propofol infusion was used to

maintain hypnosis level throughout the experiment as three

doses of remifentanil were administered. Results showed

notably distinct activation patterns indicating that processing

of the nociceptive stimulus varies at different remifentanil

levels in sedated individuals.

We used previous fMRI data that have consistently char-

acterised the functional anatomy of pain as a reference to

analyse the qualitative aspects of the evoked brain

response.8e11 Fig 5 shows a representative data set obtained in

awake healthy volunteers using similar imaging and painful

stimulation procedures.31 Brain activation in this group in-

cludes all relevant brain structures processing the sensory-

discriminative, emotional-affective, and cognitive-evaluative

components of pain. The pattern is consistent with previous
evidence from our group,12,32meta-analyses and reviews,8,10,11

and multivariate pattern analyses.33,34

Brain activation at low doses involved the sensorimotor

cortex at the level of the thumb cortical representation, sup-

plementary motor area, and anterior cingulate cortex. These

brain areas are part of the brain network activated by painful

pressure in the waking state in the reference subject group,

and are core elements of both the sensory-discriminative and

emotional-affective components of pain.8e11 Therefore, we

infer that the low remifentanil dose investigated did not

completely attenuate the nociceptive response in our

experiment.

In contrast, at a medium remifentanil dose, activation in

core areas was residual and brain response largely implicated

non-somatic sensory systems including bilateral auditory and

visual areas, and the thalamus. Activation was also notable in

the brainstem, cerebellum, and dorsal frontal lobe. All these

structures are highly sensitive to general brain arousal,18,35e37

which suggests that the evoked response is more closely

related to arousal phenomena, as a form of neural stress, than

to processing of specific nociceptive features. The increased

remifentanil (opioid) effect at this dose may be more efficient

in modulating neural transmission in specific pain pathways

than in collateral arousal systems, which could even be

excited. This phenomenon was paradoxically more evident at

medium than low concentrations of remifentanil. A possible

explanation could be based on the reciprocal, mutually

inhibitory relationships between specific nociceptive and non-

specific arousal pathways.38,39 That is, the inhibitory effect of



Fig 3. Pairwise comparisons between low (L), medium (M), and high (H) remifentanil dose tests. Two-sample paired t-tests were used to

compare brain activity evoked in different conditions.
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nociception-related signals on arousal transmission could be

more efficiently suppressed at medium than low remifentanil

doses. The interactions with propofol could also have

contributed to the paradoxical phenomenon, as increasing

propofol concentrations increased processing of noxious

stimuli in arousal-related cortical areas in an fMRI study in

healthy volunteers during deep anaesthesia.40

At high doses, we found no significant brain activation,

which would suggest greater attenuation of the response at

doses with apnoea risk.17 Paired comparisons between con-

ditions confirmed that brain activation is significantly reduced

at high doses compared with the other doses. However, the

absence of significant findings in the fMRI analysis does not
Fig 4. Offset of action analysis results. Regions showing higher

brain response to noxious stimulation during the last (sixth)

block compared with the reference first block after ceasing to

administer both propofol and remifentanil.
demonstrate the absence of nociceptive processing. Brain re-

sponses could exist at this sedation level and in deeper general

anaesthesia according to evidence from anaesthesia moni-

toring during surgery.5e7 The absence of significant brain

activation in the higher dose analysis could therefore be

related to inherent sensitivity limitations of fMRI and use of a

noxious stimulus of relatively low intensity compared with

surgical stimulation.

Alternatively, or additionally, the nature of the noxious

stimulus could also account for a substantial response sup-

pression at high remifentanil doses in our study. We applied

controlled pressure to the thumb as a stimulus. The largest

effect of intense focal pressure is to stimulate mechanical

nociceptors in peripheral nerves41 and activate the relevant

pain-related areas in the brain.12,32,42 Therefore, a large

response suppression might be expected when high doses of a

potent opioid43 are used. In contrast, brain responses to less

selective stimuli might be only partially eliminated. For

instance, whereas fentanyl, another powerful m-opioid recep-

tor agonist, dramatically suppresses the response to painful

stimulation, the response to vibrotactile stimulus is unaf-

fected.44 Moreover, Lichtner and colleagues15 observed fMRI

brain responses at higher doses of remifentanil during general

anaesthesia. They used tetanic electrical stimulation of the

sural nerve in their study to generate nociceptive responses in

the spinal cord and brain. However, electrical stimulation in a

nerve trunk is not selective and activates both nociceptive and

non-nociceptive fibres.45,46

In a previous study, the offset of remifentanil action was

estimated in awake volunteers also using a neuroimaging

approach,24 which showed a half-life to recover the fMRI

signal in the insula after stopping remifentanil infusion of 3

min. We found significant activation of the primary somato-

sensory cortex and supramarginal gyrus during the last block

compared with the reference first block of stimuli. This



Fig 5. Representative fMRI map of brain activation during painful pressure in awake healthy individuals. The one-sample t-test analysis

included 21 healthy women, aged 43.1 yr (standard deviation, 4.7 yr), selected from a control group examined in an earlier study.31

Identical MRI tools and a pain stimulation device were used in this experiment. A pressure of 4.5 kg cm�2 was applied to the right

thumbnail in blocks of 10 s every 30 s for 4 min, evoking moderate-intensity pain (mean 5, standard deviation 2 points in an 11-point rating

scale). Results are cluster-level family-wise-error whole-brain corrected for multiple comparisons. fMRI, functional magnetic resonance

imaging.
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observation illustrates how response attenuation in areas

processing the sensory-discriminative component of pain can

start to decline within 3 min of stopping propofol and remi-

fentanil. This analysis was limited, as optimal data were ob-

tained at this stage from only 16 participants and only one

stimulation block was included in each comparison. Despite

potential limitations in statistical power, the duration of brain

response attenuation estimated was consistent with the time

reported for remifentanil alone,24 and with the documented

short action of remifentanil analgesia (3e10 min)43,47 and its

effect-site concentration half-life (�3 min).43

Another potential limitation of our study is the absence of

an additional fMRI exam assessing brain response to the

painful stimulus in the awake state. Such a limitation would

be relevant if our approach was based on quantitative mea-

sures of activation changes between conscious and uncon-

scious states. Nevertheless, we considered that a qualitative

analysis of the areas implicated was adequate for the study’s

purposes and that the functional anatomy of pain charac-

terised by previous studies could be used as a reference.

Likewise, it could have been relevant to include evaluation of

brain activation with the participants sedated with propofol,

but without remifentanil to distinguish the effects of remi-

fentanil from those of propofol.

Functional MRI has potential confounders that might be

particularly relevant in the context of sedation and anaes-

thesia. The drugs used, particularly remifentanil, reduce

breathing and subsequently increase CO2 levels, and changes

in CO2 can affect the fMRI signal.48 However, analysis with and
without adjustment for CO2 measurements showed similar

results. Drug-related changes in blood pressure might also

affect the fMRI signal. However, our experiment was limited in

that we did not continuously monitor blood pressure. Impor-

tantly, EEG can provide relevant support for proper interpre-

tation of fMRI data during unconsciousness.48 Unfortunately,

we do not have reliable EEG measures to ensure the level and

stability of the cerebral state of sedation in our study.

Another potential limitation is the short duration of 4 min

per remifentanil level to relate the observed effects on brain

activation to specific concentrations. The plasma effect-site

equilibration lag is ~1 min in the Minto model21 and the time

to fMRI response might be even longer.24 Also, we emphasise

that the reported fMRI results are not the effect of different

doses of remifentanil alone, but reflect the dynamic interac-

tion over time between different remifentanil doses and a

stable concentration of propofol.

In conclusion, we assessed brain response to moderately

intense focal pressure in deep sedation-analgesia with spon-

taneous breathing preserved, a common practice in anaes-

thesia with a narrow safety margin. Positive findings include

incomplete attenuation of the characteristic brain response to

nociceptive stimulation at a low remifentanil dose, relevant

brain activations at medium doses that might better express

enhanced arousal effects, and significant reduction of the

evoked responses at high compared with low and medium

remifentanil doses. In terms of the practical implications, the

data suggest that the antinociceptive effect is optimal with

relatively safe doses of remifentanil. However, the dose
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margin of deep sedation-analgesia is narrowed if the inter-

vention is intended to minimise not only the nociceptive

processes, but also potentially associated biological stress

expressed in terms of brain arousal.
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